The ideas of inductive limits and bornological spaces are extended to ^-convex algebras. The usual locally convex linear space characterization of bornological spaces has an appropriate analog for /4-convex algebras. The results here have a strong connection to locally m-convex algebras (/4-convexity generalizes mconvexity) and some additional information relating to m-convex algebras is given. Comparisons of various inductive limits are obtained including results which insure that these limits coincide. Finally, ^-bornological algebras are introduced and studied. It is shown that the property of being /4-bornologicaI is preserved with respect to several general constructions.
1. Warner [10] studied inductive limits of normed algebras relating these limits to locally m-convex algebras. In this note inductive limits of ¿-normed algebras (separate continuity of multiplication) are studied, with the results related to ¿-convex algebras ( [4] , [5] , [6] ). Appropriate analogies to the standard results in linear space theory are given. The fact that the set of all ¿-convex topologies on a given algebra A form a complete lattice yields the existence of inductive limits in the category of ¿-convex algebras. The construction of an associated locally /n-convex topology from a given A-convex topology, see [6] , allows a detailed comparison between Warner's results and those in the ^-convex case. Examples are given to illustrate various results. The general setting established by Warner [11] is used to develop the ¿-convex case. Bornological algebras are defined in the context of /1-convexity (¿-bounded, ¿-bornological, etc.) and the standard results of the linear space setting are obtained in this context. It is shown that bornological algebras are preserved under various constructions. The author is indebted to the referee for several helpful suggestions in revising this note.
Introduction.
This section is concerned with some basic results about ¿-convex algebras. The main proofs and notation may be found in ( [4] , [5] , [6] ). All algebras considered in this note are assumed to be locally convex (algebras over R and C which have a locally convex linear structure and separately continuous multiplication). A subset V of an algebra £ is called A-convex if V is absolutely convex, absorbing and for each x in £, V absorbs x ■ V and V ■ x. An A-convex algebra is an algebra £ together with a linear topology on £ whose neighborhood system at zero has a basis of A-convex sets. Equivalently [4] an A-convex algebra is an algebra with a topology defined via a family of A -convex seminorms (p(xy)M xp(y) and p(yx)^Nxp(y) hold for all y where Mx and Nx are constants depending only on x and p). ^-convexity is preserved with respect to taking products, subspaces, and quotients. Each ,4-convex algebra can be embedded in an vi-convex algebra with identity.
Examples [4] , [6] of A-convex algebras include the locally w-convex algebras and /i-normed algebras (normed linear space with separately continuous multiplication). Another source of examples is given by an algebra M(A) of multipliers on a commutative Banach algebra (without order) A. For details see [8] . The strict topology ß on M(A) is defined by the Aconvex seminorms,
where fe A. The strict topology due to Buck [3] can be realized as a special case and provide examples of complete A -convex algebras which are not locally w-convex [4] , [6] . Let s0(E) denote the collection of all ,4-convex topologies on an algebra £and let J((E) denote all locally w-convex topologies on £. Each of these sets is partially ordered by inclusion and ~#(£) is a complete lattice [10].
Proposition
1. The partially ordered set sé(E) is a complete lattice whose largest element is generated by the set of all A-convex subsets of E.
Proof.
The topology £f={0 , £} is A-convex and is the least element of ¿rf(E). Since the finite intersection of A-convex sets is ^-convex, the supremum of an arbitrary nonempty family of ,4-convex topologies is again A-convex. Hence sé(E) is a complete lattice.
Warner [10] has shown that for A^E, the smallest idempotent (V is idempotent if V• V<= V) set containing A is Ax={j {An:n=\, 2, ■ ■ ■}. Let A * denote the balanced, convex hull of Ax for a given set A. Let t e stf(E) and let Ar denote the neighborhood filter at zero. Then m(.yV)= {N*:N e Ar} is the neighborhood filter at zero for a locally w-convex topology m(r) on £. We will call m(r) the associated locally m-convex topology of t. This association is used in [6] to show that the associated locally w-convex topology for the strict topology ß is always the compactopen.
Proposition 2. The map m:sé(E)-^J((E)
described above is an idempotent map onto J((E). The topology mir) is the finest locally m-convex topology coarser than r. Hence, for any algebra E, the associated locally m-convex topology on Efor the strongest A-convex topology is the strongest locally m-convex topology on E.
3. Inductive limits. The general setting given by Warner [11] is used here to describe inductive limits of ¿-convex algebras. Michael [7] and Warner [10] have given basic results for locally m-convex algebras. Fundamental relationships among the usual linear inductive limit and these two classes of algebras are given. (For notation and definitions see [11] .) Let JÍ? denote the structure on a linear space E consisting of all nonempty convex, balanced subsets of E; Jt the structure on an algebra E consisting of all scalar multiples of all nonempty convex, balanced, idempotent subsets of E; and sé the structure on an algehra E of all nonempty convex, balanced subsets V of E which absorb x • V and V ■ x for all x in the subalgebra generated by V. Then Jíc^sé^SC for any algebra E. Note that the ¿-convex subsets of E are precisely the elements of sé which are absorbing and the ¿-convex topologies on E are precisely those which are compatible with A. The algebraic homomorphisms of E to an algebra F are both sé-and ^-structure homomorphisms but not conversely. This introduces the notions of inductive limits, bornological space, bornivorous set, bornological homomorphism into the class of ¿-convex algebras via the structure sé [11] . Existence of inductive limits of ¿-convex algebras follows from Proposition 1 (also from [11]). We denote by {Ex, gx; T} a family of ¿-convex algebras Ex (topology tx) with homomorphisms ga of Ex into E, E an algebra, and a e T, a fixed index set. The inductive limit topology with respect to the structure sé on E will be denoted by séi{Ex,gx; V}), the inductive limit topology with respect to the structure & will be denoted by J2? i{Ex, gx; Y}) and if each rx is locally m-convex then Jt({Ex, gx; T}) will denote the topology with respect to Jt'. The neighborhood filters at zero will be denoted by ¿0, L0, and M0 respectively. By applying Proposition 7 of Warner [11], we have Warner [10] and Michael [7] give conditions, in the locally m-convex case, which insure that J(({Ex,gx; Y})=££({Ex,gx; T}). Proposition 4 shows that each of these theorems insure that all three limits mentioned here coincide. For example, a result due to Warner [10] gives the following: If £ is an algebra, with {£":«=1, 2, • ■ •} an increasing sequence of ideals in £ whose union is £, and if t" is a locally w-convex topology on En for each n such that t"+1|£"=t" then the three limits agree if ~^{£", /'"} induces t, on each £". Theorem 2. Let (£, || ||) be an A-normed algebra and {£,, ix : a. e T} an inductive family on E such that each Ex is a subalgebra ofE, ix the inclusion map and (j {£a:a 6 T}=£. Then s/({E" ix; T})=<e({Ea, ix; V}).
Proof.
By Proposition 4, S?({EX, ix; T})^d({Ex, ix; T}). Let V be an absolutely convex absorbing set with V in £C{EX}. Then for each xeT there exists £>0 such that Wx = {xeEx:\\x\\ < e} <= V n £.. Let W=\J {Wx:ol e V}. Then W<=-V and W is balanced and absorbing If E is the direct sum of {En:n=l, 2, • • •} where each En is a locally m-convex algebra, then all three limits coincide. However, for a general family of m-convex algebras {£"}, sé{Ex} is not necessarily the same as J<{EA. 4 . ¿-bornological algebras. In this section further evidence of the utility of ¿-convex algebras is given. An analog to the standard theorem of locally convex linear spaces about bornological spaces is obtained. Warner [10] has given an extension (i-bornological) to locally m-convex algebras. As mentioned in the previous section, there are natural definitions available for the "bornological" concept in the ¿-convex algebra case via the structure sé. These give a useful analogy to Warner's development of the locally m-convex case in [10] . A subset B of an ¿-convex algebra E is called A-bounded if there exists an ¿-convex bounded set S and a scalar 1>0 with XB<= S. If £ is an ¿-convex algebra and B is an absorbing set which is /-bounded then B is ¿-bounded. However, the unit ball in an ¿-normed algebra (with multiplication not jointly continuous) is Abounded but not /'-bounded. If E is locally m-convex, then the ¿-bounded sets and the /'-bounded sets coincide. The class 38 of all ¿-bounded subsets of an ¿-convex algebra E form the "bounded sets" in Warner's scheme. For the particular case of an ¿-convex algebra with its ¿-bounded subsets, Warner's treatment gives the following definitions. If E and F are ¿-convex algebras and /: E->F, then / is A-bounded if f(B) is bounded whenever B is ¿-bounded. The algebra E is A-bornological if every ¿-bounded homomorphism of E into an ¿-convex algebra F is continuous. An ¿-convex subset B of E is A-bornivorous if B absorbs every ¿-bounded set. The scalar multiples, subsets, closed absolutely convex hulls, finite products, and finite unions of ¿-bounded sets are ¿-bounded. If E is ¿-normed, then the bounded sets and the ¿-bounded sets coincide. Hence, if E is an ¿-normed algebra, every ¿-bounded homomorphism is bounded and therefore continuous.
An ¿-convex algebra is pointwise A-bounded (pAb) if every singleton is an ¿-bounded set. Any ¿-normed algebra is pAb. The usual requirement that 75= (J {gX(EX) : <x e T} for an inductive limit space E of {Ex, gx ; T} must be dropped to get the standard theorem of bornological spaces for ¿-convex algebras. If £ is a bornological ¿-convex algebra such that every bounded set is ¿-bounded then £ is ¿-bornological and pAb.
Let (£, t) be an ^(-convex algebra. It follows from results in [11] that the family of all .4-bornivorous subsets of £ is a fundamental neighborhood system of zero for an y4-convex topology t*; t*^t and the bounded sets for t are identical to the bounded sets for t*; (£, t*) is /1-bornological ; the space (£, r) is ^-bornological if and only if t-t*; and if/ is any homomorphism of £ into an A-convex algebra £, then / is /i-bounded if and only if it is continuous with respect to t*. All of these statements can be easily proven directly using standard techniques developed in the linear or m-convex case. The strongest ^-convex topology on £ is clearly Abornological. The next theorem gives an analog to a theorem about bornological locally convex linear spaces and also /'-bornological locally m-convex algebras. (1) £=U {EB:B e 38} iff E ispAb. Proof. For each Be 38, let EB={Xx:Xe C, xe B} and pB(y)= inf{X>0:y e XB}. Then pB is an ,4-convex norm on EB which determines an yl-convex topology tb. The inductive limit of {(EB, tb), iB; 38} is (£, t), iB denoting the identity map from EB to E; clearly tb^.t\Eb, and if Fis any ^-convex subset of £ such that V(~\EB is a neighborhood of zero in EB for all B e 38 then VC\EB absorbs B. Thus V is /1-bornivorous and consequently V is in t. This concludes the proof of the first part. The remaining parts are proved in an analogous manner to the corresponding proofs for locally m-convex algebras.
A result of this theorem is that a sequentially complete ,4-bornological algebra is the inductive limit of complete ,4-normed algebras and hence of Banach algebras. (1) (£, t) is the inductive limit of A-normed algebras.
(2) (£, t) is A-bornological. 
